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INTERPOLATING SEQUENCES IN POLYDISKS

BY

ERIC P. KRONSTADT^)

ABSTRACT.   Let  Dn   be the unit polydisk in  c",  A   be a uniform alge-

bra,  H  (D , A),   the space of bounded analytic  A   valued functions on  Dn,
oo

I A,   the space of bounded sequences of elements in  A.   A sequence,  S =

{a¡}¡=x C D    will be called an interpolating sequence with respect to  A   if the

map   T: H°°(Dn, A) —► l°°A   given by   T(f) = {f(a,)}^j   is surjective.   In 1958,

L. Carleson showed that for   n = 1, S   is interpolating  w.r.t. C   iff  S  satisfies

a certain zero-one interpolation property called uniform separation.   We generalize

this result to cases where   n > 1   and  A # C.   In particular, we show that if

S C D     is uniformly separated and  S C IVj X tV2 x • • • X Wn   (where each

Wi  is a region in  D   lying between two circular arcs which intersect twice on

the boundary of D)   then  S  is an interpolating sequence  w.r.t.   any uniform

algebra.   If S C Dn   is uniformly separated and  S C D X W2 X ■ • • x Wn   then

S  is interpolating  w.r.t. C.   Other examples and generalizations of interpolating

sequences are discussed.

Let A  be a uniform algebra, i.e. a closed subalgebra of the continuous

functions on a compact Hausdorff space which separates points, contains constants,

and is equipped with the sup-norm topology. (See [2] and [7] for detailed de-

scriptions of uniform algebras.) Let D"  be the (open) unit polydisk in  C"; let

H°°(D",A)  be the Banach algebra of bounded, analytic, .4-valued functions on

D"  equipped with the sup-norm (see [5, pp. 224—232]   for a description of such

functions); and let l°°A  be the Banach algebra of bounded sequences of elements

of A. If S = {a,},^! CD"  is a sequence of points in D", we can define a

map,  T: H°°(D", A) —> l°°A  by  T(f) = {fiai)}°°=x. We will say S is an inter-

polating sequence  w.r.t. ^4  if J" is surjective.  If S is an interpolating sequence

w.r.t. C, we will simply say S is an interpolating sequence, and if S is an
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interpolating sequence w.r.t.  every uniform algebra, we still say S is a general

interpolating sequence.

If S — {a¡}°°-x G Dn  is an interpolating sequence, then it is known that S

must be uniformly separated, i.e. there exists a constant M and functions fx,

f2, ■ ■ • G7/°°(7>")  such that for all /, ll/,ll <M and /¿(a,.) = 1  while /,. is

zero on the remaining points of S.   (We will use /T°(I>")  for H°°(D", C).) In

1958, L. Carleson [3] showed that for S G D (D = Dl), uniform separation is

a necessary and sufficient condition that S be an interpolating sequence (w.r.t.

C). In this paper we attempt to extend Carleson's results to sequences in Dn

and to general interpolating sequences. We succeed to the extent of showing that

uniform separation is sufficient in a large class of sequences in D"  and D.

After introducing notation in §1, we review in §2 some of the concepts

and results presented in [10].  §§3 and 4 are devoted to a number of techniques

for constructing general interpolating sequences.   §5 contains the main result of

this paper demonstrating that uniformly separated sequences in "wedges" of £>"

are general interpolating sequences.   §6 presents some miscellaneous examples of

general interpolating sequences, and the last section indicates some directions in

which all these results might be generalized.

1. Throughout this paper, A  will be a uniform algebra. We will let  mA

denote the maximal ideal space or spectrum of A.   mA   is of course a subset of

A*, the dual space of A, and as such can be equipped with the weak-* topology

in which it is a compact Hausdorff space. We will identify elements of A  with

their Gelfand transforms, so we may consider elements of A   as functions on mA

It should be noted that  mA   is naturally supplied with two topologies as a

subset of A*-the weak-* topology and the norm topology. We will sometimes

have occasion to use both, and it may also happen that subsets of mA   are natu-

rally associated with other topologies. Throughout this paper, if Q G mA, we will

consistently use the symbol  Cl (Q) to represent the weak-* closure of Q and

will explicitly mention all other topologies. We will also use the symbol Hk (Q)

for the hull of the kernel of Q, i.e.

Hk(ß) = {s G mA : x(s) = 0 for every xGA  for which x(Q) = 0}.

The norm topology for  mA   is equivalent to the one induced by the

"pseudo-hyperbolic" metric:

p(z, w) = Sup {|x(z)|: x G A, llxll < 1  and x(w) = 0}.

We will use D to represent the open unit disk in the complex plane, C,

and Dn  for the open unit polydisk in   «-dimensional complex space C".   T"

will refer to the essential boundary of D", i.e.
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T" = {<z(1), z(2>, • • • , z(">> E C": |«ö)| = i   for every /, / = 1, • • • , n}.

H°°iD) and H°°(Dn) are, of course, the algebras of bounded analytic complex

valued functions on D  and D"   respectively. H°°(D, A)  and H°°(D", A)  will

be the algebras of bounded analytic .4-valued functions on D and Ef respectively.

mx,mn  will be written instead of mH°°m\  and  ï%°°(0n) and points in

D (or D") will be identified with their associated point evaluation in  m1   (or

m„).   Finally, we will often (but not always) use a subscript for the pseudo-

hyperbolic metrics on  mn, e.g. px   will be the pseudo-hyperbolic metric on mx.

These metrics can be described for the cases where points are contained inside

the polydisk involved, i.e. for   n = 1, z, w E D,   then   px(z, w) =

|(z - w)/(l - zw)|.  For n > 1

te(l)  z(2)) . . .    z(n)>) <w(l)) . . .    w(n))eDn.

then

Pn((z<-1K---,z("h,(w(l\---,w<nh)

= Max {p&W, w*»): / = 1, 2, • • • , n}.

In other words, the pseudo-hyperbolic distance between two points in D"  is the

maximum of the pseudo-hyperbolic distances of the projections of the points on

each of the coordinate axes.

2. General interpolating, uniformly separated, and a-separated sequences.

If S is an interpolating sequence  w.r.t. A,  the map   T: H°°(D", A) —► l°°A

described above is surjective, and the open mapping theorem implies the existence

of a constant MA   such that for any element   {X¡}°¡L x E l°°A,  there exists

fEH°(D", A) such that  11/11 <MA(ßup, IX,Î) and /(a,) = X¡, i = 1, 2, • • • .

Any such MA   will be called an interpolating bound for S w.r.t. A.

Proposition 2.1. // 5 is a general interpolating sequence, there exists a

single constant M with the property that if A is a uniform algebra, there is an

interpolating bound for S w.r.t. A  which is less than M.

Proof.  For any uniform algebra A, let NA = Inf {M: M is an inter-

polating bound for S w.r.t. .4}.  Suppose the theorem is false, then we can choose

uniform algebras Ax, A2, ■ • •  so that NA   > k for <% = 1, 2, • • • .  Consider

the Cartesian product Q = AxxA2xA3x---, and the algebra A =

{x = <Xj, x2, • • • > E Q: Sup,- llXfill^. < °°}. A  will be a Banach algebra under

coordinate-wise addition and multiplication and the norm given by   llx II =

IKxj, x2, x3, • • • >ll = Sup,-{llxjll^ .}. Since A¡ is a uniform algebra  llx? 11^  =

(llx,!!^.)2  for all x¡EA¡, hence   llx2 II = llxII2  for all x E A, and consequently
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the Gelfand transform of A  is an isometric isomorphism, so A   is isomorphic

to a uniform algebra. We note that the projection maps v¡: A —► A¡  are all

linear, of norm one.  Let M be a general interpolating bound for S with re-

spect to A.   Fix k>M, and consider yx, y2, • • • GAk  suchthat   \\ytWA   <

1. Define  t¡ 6^4  by  r;- = <0, 0, • • • , 0,y., 0, ■ • • > (where the y¡ is in the

fcth place); then  llr-ll < 1  for all /.  Hence there is a bounded analytic function

/: Dn -+A  such that j\a¡) = t¡ for / = 1, 2, • • •  and   II rïz) Il <M for all

z GD". Then g = irk ° f will be a bounded analytic function, g: D" —► Ak

such that g(a¡) =y¡ for ; = 1, 2, • • • , and   Wg(z)\\A   <M for all z GD".

Therefore NA   <M, which contradicts k<NA     and M < k, so that the

Ak's must not have existed in the first place.

Definition 2.2.   Any constant M with the property of Proposition 1.1

will be called a general interpolating bound for S.

Definition 2.3.   A sequence S = {a,}?! 1 C D"  will be called a uniform-

ly separated (u.s.) sequence if there exists a constant M > 0 and functions fx,

f2, ■ ■   GH°°(Dn) with the property that   II f\\ <M for all i, and f(a¡) = 1

while fjflj) = 0 for i ¥=j, i = 1, 2, • • • .  If 5 is u.s., the constant M will

be called a u.s. bound for 5.

We have noted in the introduction that if S G D, then 5 is interpolating

iff S is u.s.  In this case, by means of Blaschke products, we see that S is a

u.s. sequence in D iff

m n
'    /=!;/* 1

ai - ai

!-«/«/
>0.

This last condition is equivalent to the following property:  There exist constants

M> 0 and p > 0 and functions dx, d2, ■ ■ ■ G H°°(D) such that

(1) 110,1k 1  for all i.

(2) 0^,0 = 0 while  \0i(af)\>p if i*f.
(3) 2J1 jl-ie^OKM for all i.

(4) 2?lj |1 - 0.-(z)|  converges uniformly on compact subsets of D.

(The function 6¡(z) is just  a¡/\a¡\ ' (a¡ - z)/(l - äjz).) We define a similar,

stronger, property which is sufficient for general interpolation.

Definition 2.4. A sequence S = {a,},^ y G D" will be called cv-separated

if there exist constants m, p > 0 and functions ax, a2> a3, • • • G H°°(Dn) such

that

(1) 11^.11 <1  for all i.

(2) a¡(a¡) = 0 while  |a/(<i/.)|>p  for i#/.

(3) S£ ill- cv/a^K m  for aU i.

(4) £!Lj |1 - a(z)|  converges uniformly on compact subsets of D".
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Note.   Definition 2.4 includes sequences in polydisks, and the four condi-

tions differ from the four listed above only in the placement of the absolute

value signs in (3).

Theorem 2.5.  If S = {a¿}?L x C D"  is a-separated, then S is a general

interpolating sequence with bound depending only on the parameters m, p of

the definition of a-separation.

Proof.   This is Theorem 2.2 of [10].

3. Jiggling theorems. We would like to apply Theorem 2.5 to a fairly

general class of sequences in D". In order to do this, we will have to develop

some techniques for constructing new interpolating sequences from old ones.  The

first of these techniques involves "jiggling" the points of a known interpolating

sequence.  The other techniques include taking unions and Cartesian products of

two or more sequences.  The jiggling theorems provide a small neighborhood

around each point of an interpolating sequence in which that point is free to

move without affecting the interpolating property.  They are based on the follow-

ing two elementary lemmas.

Lemma 3.1.   Suppose A, B are two Banach spaces and T E Horn (A, B)

and E C B is the unit ball of B.  Suppose there exist constants 0 < k < 1

and K>0 such that for all  YEE,  there is an XEA  suchthat  \\TX- Y\\

<k and  \\X\\<:K,  then  T is onto, and for all  Y in B there exists X in

A such that TX = Y and  IIXll <K/(l - k).

Proof.  See for example Theorem 1.2 of [1] for a generalization.

Lemma 3.2.   // f:D"—*A  is analytic,   \\fiz)\\ < 1 for all z E D",

then for z, w E D", \\f(z) ~fiw)\\ < 2p(z, w).

Proof.  Let z, wED"  be fixed, and choose  (¡>EA*  (A*  is the dual

space of A) suchthat   Il0ll = 1  and <p(f(z) - fiw)) = II/(z) - fiw)l  Let F =

0°/,  then FEH~iDn) and   IFIK 1, so

F(z) - F(w)
; p(z, w),

\l-F(z)F(w)

hence  |F(z) - F(w)\ < 2p(z, w).  Consequently   II fiz) - f(w)\\ < 2p(z, w).

Theorem 3.3. If S = {a¡}°°=1 CD"  is an interpolating sequence w.r.t.

A with interpolating bound, MA(w.r.t. A), and e^l/AMA, and if we choose

b(ED"  such that p„(a¡, b¡) < e for all i, i = 1, 2, ■ • •  then  T = (ô,)^.,

is an interpolating sequence with bound 2MA   (w.r.t. A).
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Proof.  Let E be the unit ball of l°°A.  If  {*,■}", GE and /: D" —►

A  is an analytic function with f(a¡) = X¡ and   11/11 < MA ; then

n/ty) - Xti = Hfibi) -Aat)\\ < 2Af4p„(aI, *>,) < Í4.

Hence Lemma 3.1 applies and  T is an interpolating sequence w.r.t. A  with

bound  2AÍ4.

Corollary 3.4 (Jiggling theorem for general interpolating

sequences).   If S = {a¡\^=xDn  is a general interpolating sequence with general

interpolating bound M, and e=l/4M, and if we choose b¡GD"  suchthat

pn(a¡, b¡) < e for i = 1, 2, • • • ,  then  T = {&,■})! j   is a general interpolating

sequence with bound 2M.

The jiggling theorems tell us that a sequence which is "close" to a given

interpolating sequence is also interpolating. We can attempt an analogous charac-

terization of u.s.  sequences. We remark that although we generally take the

terms "interpolating" and "uniformly separated" to apply to infinite sequences,

they can also be applied to finite sets of points.  Shapiro and Shields [14] show-

ed that a u.s.  sequence (finite or infinite) in D with u.s.  bound   I/o  is inter-

polating, with interpolating bound (2/55)(l - 2 log 6) or, put another way, if

S G D is a u.s.  sequence with u.s. bound 1/S  and ft  is a bounded function

on S, ll«llSup <ôs/2(l -2 log S), then there exists fGH°°(D) suchthat

f \ S = h  and   11/11 < 1. We will use the last estimate frequently, so in order to

simplify the notation we will write

K(6) = S5/2(l-2 1ogÔ).

The following theorem shows that if a sequence in D is "almost" uniform-

ly separated, then it is indeed u.s.

Theorem 3.5.  Let S = {a¡}"= x G D and suppose there exists a constant

m, 0 < m < 1  and functions fv fit * • • S H°°(D) such that

U/,11 < 1   for i = 1, 2, • • • ;      !/>,)! > m   for i = 1, 2, • • • ;

and

1/^)1 < e0 = (m/2)K(m/2)   for i #/.

77ze« S is uniformly separated (hence interpolating) and S has u.s.

bound 2/m.

Proof.  For N = 2, 3, • • •  we show that any set  T of N distinct

points of S is uniformly separated with u.s. bound  2/m. The theorem then

follows from standard pointwise limit arguments for H°°(D).
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We proceed by induction. If N = 2, let z, w be two distinct points in

S.  The hypothesis of the theorem guarantees the existence of fEH°°(D), ll/ll <

1, \fiz)\ > m  while  \f(w)\ < e0 < m/2. Hence

p(z, w) /MziM
l-f(z)fiw)

>\fiz)\-\fiw)\>m-e0>m/2,

so our assertion is true for sets of two points.

Suppose we have demonstrated our assertion for sets of N - I   or fewer

points of S.   Let  T consist of N distinct points of S and let z0 E T.   Let

Q = T\{z0}. The hypothesis of the theorem guarantees the existence of fE

/f°(Z>) such that   ll/ll < 1, \fiw)\ < e0  for all w E Q, and  \f(z0)\ > m.   De-

fine F: Q —> C by

F(w)=fiwXl-wïl)/(w-z0) for wEQ;

then for all wEQ, \F(w)\ < 2e0/m   (since   1(1 - wz^)/(w-z0)| = l/p(z0, w), we

can apply the case N = 2).

By the induction hypothesis, since Q has N - 1  points, Q is u.s.  with

u.s. bound  2/m.   Consequently we can apply the Shapiro and Shields result to

obtain hEH°°(D) suchthat   ll/ill < 1  and h r Q = F.  Define gEHç°(D) by

*»-í(»-t=2;*»)-
Then   ll^ll < l,g(w) = 0 for all wEQ = T\{zQ}  and  |g(z0)|>m/2.  This

argument will produce such a function for any point in  T, hence  T is u.s.

with bound 2/m. The induction argument and thus the proof of Theorem 3.5

is complete.

We remark that a theorem similar to Theorem 3.5 is always available when-

ever uniform separation is necessary and sufficient for interpolation and an ex-

plicit expression for the interpolating bound of a sequence, given its u.s. bound,

is available.

For sequences in polydisks, Theorem 3.5 has the following consequences.

Let a = <a(1), a(2), • • • , a(n)> E D"  and let r < 1; consider the region

Dk(a, r)= {z = <z(1>, • • • , z<n)>: px(z^\ aü)) < r for all / = 1, 2, ■ • • , n

except / = k}. Dk(a, r) might be called a "narrow polydisk" in the sense that

all but one of its polydisk radii are small. Dk(a, r) contains a copy of D ob-

tained by the embedding

a:z_^<a(i))...>a(*-i)(Z(fl(fc+i)5...>fl(n)>>

and Dk(a, r) consists of points in D"  whose pseudo-hyperbolic distances from

this disk are less than r.   Theorem 3.5 implies that a u.s.  sequence contained
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in a suitable narrow polydisk is interpolating.

Corollary 3.6.   Suppose S = {af}Jl x G D"  is a u.s.  sequence with

u.s.  bound M, and suppose there exists a GD"  such that S G Dk(a, e0)

where  e0 = (1I4M)k(1/4M). Let ny: D" —► D be the projection onto the jth

coordinate axis for /= 1,2, • • • , n.   Then  nk(S) is u.s.  in D with  u.s.

bound 4M and consequently S is interpolating.

Proof.   Let a: z -> <a(1), • • • , a^'^, z, a(fc+1), • • • , a(">>  and let

T = a » nk    so that   t: D" —•> a(D).   Clearly, if   z G Dk(a, e0)   then

Pn(z> r0O) < e0-

S uniformly separated with bound M means that there exist functions

fx, f2, ■ ■ ■ , G H°°(D") such that   11/11 < 1   for all i  and

f( \= /°       if '*/
W     \l/M   if i=/.

Then since pn(a„ Tfa,)) < e0 < 1/2AÍ for all i,\f,{T(a¡))\ > 1/2M for all i, and \ffiC*ß<

e0 = (1/4M)k(1/4M) for all t #/,  So, if g{ = f, » a, g¡ G H°°(D), \\giW < 1  and

\gl{TTk(ai))\>l/2M for all i  and  \gfitk(aß\< (U4M)k(1/4M) for all i+j.

Therefore, irk(S) = {7rfc(a,)}^- x G D satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 3.5 with

m = 1/2M and is consequently u.s. with bound 4M.   Finally, 7rfc(5), uniformly

separated in D,  implies  vk(S) is interpolating, so if <X,, X2, • • • > G /°°,  there

exists « G H°°(D) such that (« ° -nk)(a¡) = h(irk(af)) = \¡. Clearly h ° ttkG

H°°(D"), so S is interpolating.

4.  Cartesian products and unions.  Taking Cartesian products of general

interpolating sequences preserves the general interpolating property because

H°°(D", A)  is itself isomorphic to a uniform algebra.  (Obviously H°°(D", A) is

a Banach algebra and it is clear that if /G H°°(D", A), II/2 II = ll/ll2  since A

is a uniform algebra. Therefore, the Gelfand mapping for H°°(D", A) is an

isometric isomorphism, and H°°(D", A) is isomorphic to a uniform algebra.)

Proposition 4.1.   If S = {a¡}f=x G D"  is a general interpolating sequence

with bound M,   then  S x S G D2"   is a general interpolating sequence with

bound M2.

Proof.   Let A  be any uniform algebra.

If  {Xij}~Lvj=xGA  then for each i, there is ft G H°°(D", A) such

that fi(aj) = Xy where   11/) II <M sup;-1 AT« I.  But we can interpolate into

H°°(D", A) i.e. there exists F: D" —> H°°(D", A) such that F is bounded and

analytic, F(a¿) = /, and

HF(z)ll <M Sup II/-Il <M2 sup ÍXJ   for each z G D".
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Let G: D2" —> A  be defined by G({z, w)) = (F(z))(w); then G will be

analytic,  II G((z, w)) II <M2 sup,-,- Uif II  for all <,z,w)ED"xD"  and

City, a/) = (/fyjXfl)) = /¿«y) = Xtj.

The above arguments also show that if Sx, S2, • • •  CD"  are interpolating

sequences (w.r.t. A) each with bound Mx   and  Tx, T2, T3, • ■ • C D"  are

generally interpolating sequences, each with bound M2,  and S = {a,-}", j C Dk

is a general interpolating sequence with bound M0,  then the sequence

{{a¡} xSj}'^=xC D"+k  is interpolating w.r.t. A  with bound MXM0, and the

sequence   {{a,} x Ti}°?=x CD"+k   is a general interpolating sequence with bound

M2M0.

In order to take the union of two interpolating sequences, we simply need

a function which vanishes on one sequence and is a nonzero constant on the

other. (See the work of Varopoulos [16] for other results on the unions of inter-

polating sets.)

Proposition 4.2.   // A  is a uniform algebra, and Q and R are any two

subsets in  mA, Hk(Q H Hk(7?) = 0   implies the existence of elements x and

y in A  such that

x(ß) = 0,     x(*)=l,   and   y(Q)=l,     y(R) = 0.

Proof.   Let Iq  be the ideal (kernel) generated by  Q, i.e. Iq = {x E

A: x(Q) = 0}, similarly define IR, and let / be the ideal generated by Iq U

IR. If there is a maximal ideal m E mA   containing / then x(m) = 0 for all

xEIq U Ir. Hence m GHk(ß) n Hk(/?)  which is impossible.  Therefore,

I = A  and there must exist xEIq   and y EIR   such that x + y = 1.  Clearly

x  and v  are the desired functions.

In the following theorem and corollaries we re-emphasize that the symbol

Cl represents the weak-* closure in the maximal ideal space.

Theorem 4.3.  If S CD"  is an interpolating sequence (w.r.t.   C) then

Cl(5) = Hk(S).

Proof.  Clearly Cl(5)CHk(5).  Suppose zECl(S). Then there exists

a weak-* neighborhood N of z  which is disjoint from Cl(S). N will contain

a basic neighborhood of the form   {w E m„: \f¡(w)\ < e where /• E H°°(D"),

ft{z) = 0 for i = 1, 2, • • • , it}. Hence  Cl(5) = Uf= A where S¡ = Cl (S) n

{w: \f(w)\ > e/2}.  For each ¡, i = 1, 2, • • • , k, l//.(5) will be a bounded con-

tinuous function on the closed subset S¡ of the compact Hausdorf space  Cl (5),

so  l/fj has a bounded continuous extension to all of Cl(S); call this extension

h¡.  S an interpolating sequence implies the existence of g¡ E H°°(D") where
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gt \S = ht, in particular, g, r S, = l/f¡. Therefore,  1 -g¡f¡ G H°°(D") and

has values  1  at z  and 0 on S¡.  Finally let f=U^x(l-gifi),fGH°°(D"),

f(z)=l, and I\S) = 0, so zGHk(5).

Corollary 4.4.   If S and T are (general) interpolating sequences in

D"  with disjoint weak-* closures in  m„,  then SUT is a (general) interpolating

sequence.

Proof.  Suppose S and  T are interpolating w.r.t. A.   By Theorem 4.3,

Hk(S) n Hk(7) = 0. Hence by Proposition 4.2 there exist /, g G H°°(D") such

that fiJS) = 0,/(7) = l,g(S) = 1, and g(T) = 0. Suppose we want to inter-

polate X¡ at each point a( of S and  Y¡ at each point b¡ of T, where

U,}-,, {Y,}~=lGrA.
We know there exists hx, h2 G H°°(D", A) such that hx(a¡) = X¡ and

h2(bl)=Yi. So let h=ghx+fh2. h G FT(D", A) and h(a¿) = X¡ and

h(b¡) = Y, for all i.

We put the above results in a framework which we will find most useful.

Proposition 4.5.   Suppose mn = Gx U G2 U • • • U Gm  where each G¡

is a weak* open subset of mn, and suppose S G D"  is a discrete sequence

such that S n G¡ is an interpolating sequence w.r.t. A for i = 1, 2, • • • , m.

Then S is an interpolating sequence w.r.t. A.

Proof.  We recall that interpolating w.r.t. A  automatically implies inter-

polating w.r.t. C.  Also we remark that if Q is an interpolating sequence (w.r.t.

C) in D", and  TGQ, then there exists fGH°°(D") suchthat f(T) = 0

and îXQ\T)= 1, hence Cl(7) n C1(Q\T) = 0.

Let Sk = 5 n (Gx U G2 U ■ • • U Gk) we show Sk is interpolating w.r.t.

A  for k = 1, 2, • • • , n.   By hypothesis, Sx   is interpolating.  Suppose Sk_x

is interpolating w.r.t. A.   Let G = Gx U G2 U • • • U Gk_x   so that Sk_x =

SCxG and let  T = Sf> (Gk\G), then Sk_ x   and  T will be disjoint inter-

polating sequences w.r.t. A.  We show Cl(Sfc_j) O Cl (7) = 0   in which case

Corollary 4.4 will imply Sk = Sk_ x U T is an interpolating sequence w.r.t. A.

For any /, (Sk_ x n G¡) U (T Cx Gf) G S n G¡ and by hypothesis

(5fc_x fl G;.) U(7n G») is interpolating, so by the remark at the beginning of

this proof Cl (Sk_ ! n G,-) n Cl (T n Gy) = 0. Now suppose a G Cl (Sk_ x) n

Cl (7), then a G m„  implies a G G;-  for some /' and since G;- is an open set,

a G Cl(5fc_i n G;) n Cl(rn G;) = 0. Hence C\(Sk_x) n C1(T) = 0   as

desired.

We remark that the above proposition is clearly true if we replace the

phrase "interpolating w.r.t. A" with "general interpolating".  Finally, we give a

set of concrete conditions under which we will be able to apply Proposition 4.5.
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Lemma 4.6.   Suppose we are given r~x, F2,- • ■ , Ffc  where each   V¡ isa

finite collection of functions in H°°(D"). Fix two positive constants  0 < r < t

and let Fj = {zED": \fiz)\ < r for all fE F,} and Ef = {z E D": \fiz)\ < t

for all fE f.}.   Then there exists G0, Gx, • • • , Gk open subsets of m„  such

that

(1) G0nD"= D"\(ljf=i^) and G¡ n D" = E, for j=l,2,---,k,

(2) mn = Uf^Gj.

Proof.  Let

Go "\ C1 ( U Fj J,      G¡ = m„\Cl (pn\E¡)   for / = 1, 2, • • • , k;

then clearly G0nD" = D"\(\jf= x F¡) and G¡ C\ D" = E¡. If ß E mn\(\J¡=0G¡)

then

(íeciíUí)]nínci (D"\Ej)\.

ßECli\jf=xFj) = \jf=xCliFj) implies ß E Cl Fj for some fixed /,  say / =

1; consequently,  \f(ß)\ < r for all fEfx. This implies the existence of a

neighborhood   V of ß in  m„   on which  |/| < (r + f)/2  for all fE Fr  We

also have ß E CliD"\Ex) which implies   Vn(D"\Ex) is not empty.  But,

z ED"\EX   implies there is some fE F¡   such that   |/(z)| > t,  so zEV C\

(D"\EX) implies f < |/(z)| < (r + f)/2 < f which is impossible.  Therefore, ß

cannot exist and m„ = \jf=0Gj.

5. Interpolating sequences in wedges.  Our first example of an a-separated

sequences is given by the following proposition.

Proposition 5.1. If S = {ai}^=x CD isa u.s. sequence and there ex-

ists t>0 such that SC {z E D: (I - |z|2)/|l - z2| > r} n {z E D: Im(z) >

0}.   77ien S is a-separated.

Proof.  S uniformly separated implies that

p(a¡, a¡) = \(a¡ - ay)/(l - a,ä})| > p   for some p,

and Infj.njlj.^jpía,-, a;) > 0; so there exists M suchthat  2J1 j 1 - p(a¡, aj) <

M for all /.

Let

a/(z)=T^T^a7-

Then
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ajEHx(D),    loyKl,   afa) = 0

l«/«/)l = Piaj> "dPitj, <*,) > P2-

(This last inequality follows from the fact that since  Im (a,) > 0  and  Im (ai) >

0, p(äj, a¡) > p(ap a,).) Standard arguments show that

£ \(l - z2)\(l - \a,\2)
En
/=i

a,.(z)| = 2-
^,1(1-^X1-^)1

converges uniformly on compact disks in D.

Finally,

1(1-«?)■(!- Wj\2)
U-«/v*/)l Kl-a^Xl-a^.a,.)!

II-a?|

1 -Ia,.|2

\l-a2\

1 - g/g<

rr^r1 - la,-!

1 - «/«/

(1 - |a,.|Q(l - |a7.|2)

1 - ajai

Kl-a^Xl-^.a,.)!

(l-ptya,.)2)

<2
1 - a¡at

1 - ajai

Il-a?|

ÏHa7 O-^i»'
A fairly direct calculation again shows that if Im a¡ > 0 and  Im a,- > 0 then

1(1 - a^Hl - a;.a,.)l < 1  so

Il-a,?| 2-M.
2.    |l-a/(a,-)|<2 ,2       2-    (l-p(a,-,a/))<-

/«l;/*l 1     |a''    /=i;/#<

Therefore, S is a-separated.

Corollary 5.2.   If S = {a,.}^l ,Ci is w.s. and there exists t > 0

such that S C {z ED: il - |z|2)/|l - z2| > t}  then S is a general interpolating

sequence.

Proof.  By Proposition 5.1, SX=S n {zED: Im(z) > 0}  and S2 =

SO {z E D: Im(z) < 0}   are  a-separated and hence general interpolating sequences.

But S = Sx U S2  is u.s.  in D and consequently, by Carleson's theorem, 5 is

interpolating.  Since Sx   and S2  are disjoint subsequences of an interpolating

sequence, Cl(Sj) n Cl(52) = 0   and we can apply Corollary 4.4.

Our goal is to generalize Corollary 5.2 to a number of different contexts.

We begin by considering the region

WT= {zez>:(l-|z|2)/(|l-z2|)>r}-,2|
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Corollary 5.2 tells us that if S G WT  is a u.s. sequence then it is a general inter-

polating sequence.   WT  is readily seen to be the region in D lying between the

arcs of two circles which intersect at  ±1.  (The circles have centers at ±ir\/l ~ t2

and both have radius   1/Vl ~ r3.) In general, we make the following definition.

Definition 5.3.   A wedge in D is the region in D lying between the

arcs of two circles which intersect twice on the boundary of D.

Since linear fractional mappings send circles into circles, it is always possible

to find a conformai self mapping of D  which maps any wedge into a subset of

a wedge of the type  WT = {z G D: (1 - |z|2)/|l - z2| > r}. This fact immediate-

ly yields the following generalization of Corollary 5.2.

Corollary 5.4.   If S G D is a u.s. sequence contained in a wedge, then

S is a general interpolating sequence.

Definition 5.5.   We will call a region R G D wedge-like if R  is contain-

ed in a finite union of wedges.

Corollary 5.6.   If S G D is a u.s. sequence contained in a wedge-like

region of D,  then S is a general interpolating sequence.

Proof.   Since S is contained in a wedge-like region, it has only a finite

number of limit points (in the usual topology for C) on  T1. Call these limit

points 0j, • • • , <j>k. It is clear that there exist constants 0 < s < t < 1   such

that for / = 1, 2, • • • , k, S n {z G D: \z - 0.| < t} is contained in a wedge

and is therefore a general interpolating sequence.  By Lemma 4.6 there exist

G0, Gx, • • • , Gk  open sets of mx   such that G0 nD=D\(\jf= x {z GD:

Iz-fyKs}) while Gj n D = {z G D: \z - fy|< t]  and  mx=\Jf=0Gj.  But

S n G0  will be a finite number of points hence general interpolating, and as we

remarked above S O G¡ will be general interpolating for / = 1, 2, • • • , k.   The

corollary then follows from Proposition 4.5.

We can generalize the above results to polydisks with the help of the con-

structive techniques of §§3 and 4.

Definition 5.7.   A wedge  W in D"  is the Cartesian product of n

wedges in D.

If WT = {z G D: (1 - |z21)/(| 1 - z21) > r}  then it is easy to see that after

application of a coordinate-wise conformai self-mapping of D"  onto itself, any

wedge in D"  can be considered a subset of WT x WT x ■ • • x WT = W^.  for

an appropriate r.

Definition 5.8.   A subset £2 C D"  is a near-wedge if there exists a wedge

W GD"~l   such that £2 = D x W.  (If « = 1, for consistency, we will say

that a near-wedge is just all of D.)

The generalization we are after is:
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Theorem 5.9.  Suppose S G D"  is a uniformly separated sequence, then

(a) if S is contained in a wedge in D",  then S is a general interpolating

sequence,

(b) if S is contained in a near-wedge in D", S is an (ordinary) inter-

polating sequence.

(Note. If « = 1, Theorem 5.9 is just Carleson's theorem and Corollary 5.4.)

Proof.   Assume m  isa u.s. bound for S.   By virtue of the remarks

following the definition of a wedge in D", we may assume all wedges are of the

form,   Wr x WT x • • • x WT.  The proof progresses through a series of lemmas.

If S is a u.s. sequence in D"  and  0 < e < 1, define the  e-neighborhood of

S as

U(S, e)= {zGD": pn(z, a)<e for some a G S}.

U(S, e) is the union of an infinite sequence of small polydisks.  Since S is u.s.,

if we always assume e < l/2m, where m is a u.s. bound for S, then it is

clear that the polydisks of U(S, e) will all be disjoint.

Lemma 5.10. For a given wedge  W G D"  there exist constants S, e0, and

M0> 0 such that for any e < e0  there exist general interpolating sequences

Sx, S2,- • • , SN  where N depends only on  e,  such that each S¡ has general

interpolating bound M0, and the e-neighborhoods of Sx, S2,'- • • , SN cover

W (i.e.   WG\Jf=xU(Si,e)). Moreover, each S, is of the form S¡ = RX x

R2 x • • ■ x Rn  where each R¡ is u.s. in D with u.s. bound  1/5.

Proof.  We begin by considering  WT = {z G D: (1 - |z2|)/(|l - z2|) > t}.

Fix a, 3/4<a<l, say a = 4/5, and consider a: D—*D by  a(z) =

(z + a)/(l + az).  a generates an infinite cyclic group of automorphism of D

with composition as the group operation (o~l (z) = z - a/1 - az). It is easy to

verify that  o(WT) = WT, so  ak(WT) = WT  for k = ±1, ±2, • • • .  It is also

clear that  ok  leaves no point of WT  fixed for k = ±1, ±2, • ■ • .  Let y0 =

{z G WT: Re z = 0}  and yx = o(y0) and let  W0  be the region of WT  bound-

ed on the left by y0  and on the right by yx. We will assume  W0  contains

70  but not yx. Define  Wk = ok(W0), k = ±l,±2,- ■ ■ .  It is easy to see that

{Wk)k-_„  is a collection of disjoint subsets of WT  and  WT = \Jk~_ocWk.

Now suppose z G W0, let z0 = z  and zk = ok(z) G Wk  for k =

±1, ±2, • • •.  Then if k > 0, one verifies that

1-Izfcl i-|Zfcf i-lofrfc^)!2

"it—11l.H**-ii        l-IZfc.,12 "2    l-lx,

< 2(1 - |a|2) = 2(1 - 16/25) = 18/25 < 1.

So z0, Zj, z2, - • •  is an exponential sequence in D, hence it is u.s. with u.s.
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bound derivable from the ratios (1 - |zfc|)/(l - |zfc_j|)< 18/25.   Similarly,

z_j, z_2, • • •  is u.s. in D, and it follows that Rz — {• • • z_2, z_x, z0, zx,

z2, • • • } will be u.s. with u.s. bound depending only on the choice of a = 4/5.

Hence, there are fixed constants, 5, M such that any sequence of the form Rz

will be u.s. with bound  1/5  and consequently a general interpolating sequence

with bound M where M depends only on 5   and t.

Let e0  be small enough so that for any u.s. sequences QCD with u.s.

bound  1/6, the disks of U(Q, e0) will be disjoint. We repeat that M, 5, e0

depend only on  WT  and the choice of a = 4/5.  Suppose  e < e0, then we can

cover  W0 by a finite number, say r, pseudo-hyperbolic disks, Dx, D2, • • • ,

Dr of p-radius e with centers in  W0. Thus,  W0 C \Jri=xD¡ and consequently

Wk C Uj_ jak(Dj). If ax, a2, • • • , ar are the respective centers of DX,D2,

• • • , Dr we let R¡ = Ra. = {ok(ai)}k-_ao. Then, the sequences RX,R2, • • • ,

Rr will be general interpolating sequences in D, all with bound M, and

\Jri=xU(Ri,e)DWT.

Finally, if S = R¡   x R¡   x • • • x R¡    is the Cartesian product of any n

of the R¡\ S will be a general interpolating sequence in D"  with general inter-

polating bound MQ= M". There are exactly N = r"  such sequences, call them

Sx, S2, ■ • • , SN. Clearly  WT x WT x ■ ■ ■ x WT C \Jf=iU(Siy e). This com-

pletes the proof of Lemma 5.10.

Lemma 5.11. Suppose T CD" is a u.s. sequence of the form  T = Rx x

R2 x ■ • • x Rn where Rk C D is a u.s. sequence with u.s. bound  1/5 for

k = 1, 2, • • • , n. Let n < 5/2, then if e < Yzrj3,  there exist /,, f2, • • • ,

/„ E H~(D") such that U(T, e) C {z E D": \f¡(z)\ < r?, i = 1, 2, • • • , n} C

U(T, n).

Proof. Let Bk E H°°(D) be the Blaschke product with zeros precisely

at Rk. Then it can be shown (see for example [9, Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3]) that

if i) is chosen such that r¡ < 5/2, then

{z E D: \Bk(z)\ < n3} C {zED: px(z, a)<r¡ for some a E R¡}.

Letting fkEH~(D") be defined by /fc(<z(1), • • •, z(n)>) = Bk(zw), the

lemma follows immediately.

Lemma 5.12. Suppose S isau.s. sequence of u.s. bound m,T isa

general interpolating sequence of bound M, and suppose n < Min {l/2m, I ¡AM}

then S n U(T, r¡) is a general interpolating sequence.

Proof.  U(T, rj) consists of a disjoint union of polydisks of the form

Da = {z e D": p(z, a) < n} where a ET.   By the choice of t? < l/2w, there

exists at most one element of S in Da, hence S D U(T, r,) can be obtained

by jiggling each point of a subsequence of J a (pseudo-hyperbolic) distance
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< 1/4AÍ.  Therefore, by Theorem 3.4, S n U(T, t?)  is a general interpolating

sequence.

Proof of Theorem 5.9(a).  Let  e0,5, M0  be the constants of Lemma

5.10 which, we recall, depend only on  W.   Let 77 < Min 045, l/2«i, 1/4M0, e0}

and let e < ^i?3. Then by Lemma 5.10 there exist TV sequences  Tx, T2, ■ ■ ■ ,

TN (where N depends only on e) suchthat  W G \J^LXU(T¡, e), each  T¡

is a general interpolating sequence of bound M0,  and is the Cartesian product

of n  u.s. sequences in D,  each with u.s. bound   1/5.

By Lemma 5.11, for each  Ti there is a family,   r,-,  of «  functions in

H"(D") suchthat

U(Tit e) G {z G D": \f(z) | <n3 for all /G F,} C U(T¡, 77).

Applying Lemma 4.6, there exists G0, Gx, G2, • • • , GN  open subsets of m„

such that  mn = \J^L0G¡ and

\ N
GQnD"= D"\ U  {z G D": \j\z)\ < e for all /G f,}

\/=i

\  N
GD"\\J U(T¡, e) G D"\W,

while \/=1

G i n D" = {z G D": |/Tz)|<tj3 for ail /G F,-} C U(T¡, 77)

for all 1 = 1, 2, • • • , N.   Moreover,

sr\G0=snG0nD"GSn (D"\W) = 0

while

5 n G, = 5 n g,, n z>" c 5 n u(Tt, 17)

which, by Lemma 5.12 and the choice of 77  is a general interpolating sequence

for 1 = 1, 2, ■ • • , N.  Therefore we can apply Proposition 4.5 to demonstrate

that S is a general interpolating sequence.  This completes the proof of part (a)

of Theorem 5.9.

The proof of part (b) requires much of the machinery set up for part (a),

so to avoid confusing changes in notation, we assume S G W x D G D" + l is a

u.s. sequence in D"+l   of u.s. bound m, where  W is the same wedge we used

in part (a).  Under these assumptions, the constants e0, M0, 8   and the sequences

of Lemma 5.10 and the constants and functions of Lemma 5.11 can be used

again. We must, however, modify Lemma 5.12. Using the notation of §3, we

recall that a u.s. sequence in D with u.s. bound   1/5  is interpolating, with

interpolating bound   l//c(5). (This is the Shapiro and Shields estimate [14] for

Carleson's theorem.)
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Lemma 5.13. Suppose SCD"+l  is u.s. with u.s. bound m, and TC

D" isa general interpolating sequence with bound M Let e < (llAmM)n(llAm) and let

U'(T, e) = U(T, e) x D.   Then S fï U'(T, e) is an interpolating sequence.

Proof.   U'(T, e)  consists of "narrow polydisks" of the form

P'a = {<z, w)ED" x D: pn(z, a) < e}    for a ET.

For each a E T, S C\ P'a  satisfies the hypothesis of Corollary 3.6 and therefore

TTn+x(S C\P'a) is u.s. in D with u.s. bound Am.   So by the Shapiro and Shields

estimate, ir„+x(S <~ïP'a) is interpolating in D with bound   l/«(l/4m).  By the

remarks following Proposition 4.1, since  T is a general interpolating sequence

with bound M0, Q = {a x irn+x(S n P'a): a ET} will be an interpolating se-

quence with interpolating bound M//c(l/4m).  If s E S n U'(T, e),  then sE

S DP'a for some a ET, and

<«. >r„+l(s)>eflx1r„+l(Sn/»,fl)Cß

and

pn+ x(s, {a, irn+x(s))) < e < (l/4M>(l/4m).

Moreover, since S is a u.s. sequence with bound m, <a, nn+x(s)) will have to

be the only point in Q which is within a pseudo-hyperbolic distance e < l/4w

of s.  Therefore, the points of 5 n U'(T, e) can be obtained by jiggling a sub-

sequence of the points of Q a pseudo-hyperbolic distance less than

e < (llAM)K(l/Am),  where M/n(l/Am)  is an interpolating bound for Q.   Con-

sequently, we can apply Theorem 3.3, and it follows that S is an interpolating

sequence.  This proves Lemma 5.13.

Proof of Theorem 5.9(b).   The rest of the proof of part (b) of Theorem

5.9 mimics the final part of the proof of part (a). We have S C W x D is a

u.s sequence with u.s. bound m.   Let  e0, 5, M0  be the constants of Lemma

5.10, let r? < Min {e0, 1/25, (l/4wM0)K(l/4m)},  and choose  e < l/2n3.  Then

by Lemma 5.10 there exist N sequences  Tx, T2,- • ■, TN  such that  W x

D c U/L i U'(T¡, e)  where each  T¡  is a general interpolating sequence, of bound

M0, and is equal to the Cartesian product of n  u.s. sequences in D, each with

u.s. bound   1/5.  By Lemma 5.11, for each  T¡,  we have a family   F¡  of n

functions in H°°(Dn+l) suchthat

V(T„ e)C{zEDn + l: \f\z)\ <r?3 for all fE F,-} C U'(Tt, r¡).

Applying Lemma 4.6, we get H0, Hx, ■ • • , HN  open subsets of mn+l   such

that mn+x = \jf=(jHi and
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\    N
H0 n D"+1 = Dn+\U  {zGDn+1: \f(z)\ < e for ail f G F,-}

v=i

\   N
Cfl"+1\U U'(T¡, e)GD"+ l\(W x D)

\i'=i

and

H, n D"+1 = {z G D"+ l: \f(z)\ <t?3 for all f G F,}

Ct/'(r,.,77)   for i=l,2,---,TV.

Moreover

SnH0GSn (D"+ 1W x D) = 0

while

snHiGsn u'(T¡, n)

which, by Lemma 5.13 and the choice of 17, is an interpolating sequence for

1 = 1, 2, • • ■ , TV.  We can therefore apply Proposition 4.5 from which it follows

that S is an interpolating sequence.  This completes the proof of Theorem 5.9.

We can extend the results of Theorem 5.9 in a number of ways.

Definition 5.14.   A region   V GD"  will be called wedge-like if it con-

tained in a finite union of wedges in D". A region  V' GD"  will be called

near wedge-like if V' — D x V where  F is a wedge-like region in Er*" .

Corollary 5.15. Suppose S is a u.s. sequence in D",  then

(a) if S is contained in a wedge-like region of D",  it is a general inter-

polating sequence,

(b) if S is contained in a near wedge-like region of D",  it is an inter-

polating sequence (w.r.t.  C).

Finally, we point out that a careful examination of the proof of part (a)

of Theorem 5.9 reveals that the hypothesis that S is u.s. was used only to show

that S n Da  contained at most one point, where Da was a polydisk of small

pseudo-hyperbolic radius. Clearly, a much weaker hypothesis than uniform sepa-

ration will suffice.

Theorem 5.16.   If S GD"  is a sequence with the property that

Inf {p(s, t): s, t G S, s + i) > 0 and S is continued in a wedge-like region in

D",  then S is a general interpolating sequence.

(In 1971, Tse Kam-fook [15] pointed out that pointwise separation in the

pseudo-hyperbolic metric is sufficient for interpolation (w.r.t. C) inside a wedge

in D.   Theorem 5.16 is a broad generalization of this observation.)
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6.  Examples of a-separated sequences. We give a few examples of sequences

(primarily in D) which satisfy Definition 2.4 and are therefore general interpo-

lating sequences.  One of the examples will show that a-separation is not necessary

for general interpolation, at least for sequences in D"  where n > 1. When

n = 1, it is not clear whether there is a distinction between uniformly separated,

a-separated, and general interpolating sequences.

We first give a very strong condition under which sequences are a-separated.

Definition 6.1.   A sequence   {afs*LxCD"  is n-separated if there exist

/,€fl-(ni/,l<l   and

W-ft>0   ViV,   -   fU = P>0.
(This condition is suggested by a more restrictive condition which A. Dufresnoy

showed was sufficient for interpolation w.r.t.  C.)

Proposition 6.2.   A  U-separated sequence in D" is a-separated.

Proof.   Let   {a¡}°¡Lx   be  Il-separated and let /., 5,-, p be as in the

definition.

Let

Then giEH~iD"),\\gi\\<l,giiai) = 0 and gt{aj) = 5,- > p if /#/.   Con-

sequently
OO OO OO

Z U-<?,(a/)| = l+    Z    (l-5,.)<l + Z(l-5,.)<ln14-l.
i=l i=l\i±j 1=1 P

Now we can assume  5X ¥= 1, and if i& l,ffax) = 0. This implies

|/j(z)| < p(z, a,), so for each compact polydisk Cl(D"(r)) C D"  there is a con-

stant Rr = Max {p(z, ax)\z E Cl(D"(r))}  so that  |/<z)| <Rr. Consequently,

l-5,./;.(z)-5,.+/.(z)
Il-^(z)l = -(1    5i)\l-Sifi(z)\i-8/iOt)

and  |l-^,(z)|<(2/l-i?r)(l-5,.) for all z  in Cl(D"(r)) and i>1.  There-

fore

<2(l+-r-r-ln-

for all z E Cl (D"(r)). Therefore the g¡» satisfy all the conditions necessary to

make   {a,}?L j  a-separated.

It should be noted that although one can construct u-separated sequences,

n-separation is a very strong condition since the pseudo-hyperbolic distances be-

tween points in the sequence must be rapidly increasing.  In fact, the minimum

£ n -gi(z)\ < 2(1 +t4^- £ a - s.)
1=1 \ '      Af  f=2 /
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pseudo-hyperbolic distance, d¡, between a¡ and any other point of the sequence,

must tend to one at a rate which is at least fast enough to insure  fl"=ydi > 0.

Many interpolating sequences in D do not have such increasing distances between

points.  For example, even sequences tending exponentially to the boundary are

not necessarily  n-separated.  Indeed, if an = 1 -r"  where  0<r<l, then

(l-r"+1)-(l-r")_r» -r" + 1_l-r

P(an'an+i)~   j _ n -r"+1)(l -r") ~ r" + r"+1 - r2n+l     l+r + r"+1

so P(an> an+1) —* 0 - 0/(1 +r) as n —»• °°.

We mentioned that the result of Corollary 5.16 in the case of sequences in

D which were interpolating (w.r.t. C) was obtained by Tse Kam-fook.   His

observation was based on an earlier result of D. Newman [12] which stated that

if S = {a„}"=1 C D converges nontangentially to the point 1 and Infp(a/-, a) >

0, then a necessary and sufficient condition that 5 be an interpolating sequence

(and hence, as we have seen, a general interpolating sequence) is

QÇ The set  {(1 - a„)/(l - am): a„, amGS,ni=m}

does not have 1 as a limit point.

By an —► 1  nontangentially, we mean that an —+ 1   inside a wedge. We

say that an —► 1   tangentially if  {a„}^=1   is contained in no single wedge, i.e.

1 - la„l2
Inf t;-17- = 0.
n   U "««I

We show that under somewhat stronger tangential behavior (N) will be sufficient

to guarantee general interpolation.

Proposition 6.3.   If

S={an}~=i^D   and    f  -       "      =M<~
„=1  i1     "n1

and   {(1 - an)/(l - am): a„, am G S; n ¥= m} does not have   1  as a limit point,

then S is a-separated and consequently S is a general interpolating sequence.

Proof.  Let

r = Inf { |1 - (1 -an)/(l - am)\: a„, amGS,n± m};

then r>0.  Let

a~   a..-z
«»,(*)-

|a„l  l-anz   ■

If n =£m, suppose  1(1 - an)/(l - am)\ < 1; then
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K(am)\ " Mfln)l =
l~anam

(l-am)-(l-a„)

1-«-

1 ~a„

1 -
l-o.

1-fl.,

(l-aOT)+am(l    a„)

1

\l+am(l-an)/(l-am)

>r
1

l + |(l-a-„)/(l-am)| "2-

So condition (1) and (2) of the definition of a-separation are met. The hypoth-

esis guarantees the convergence of the Blaschke product with zeroes at  {a„}~=1,

so condition (4) is also met.

Finally, if n * m, r < 1 - (1 - am)/(l - a„) = (am - a„)/(l - a„), so

|1 - an(am)\ = ¡í_-a   |l K\ + a„am |

<2
i - KJ
11-4.1

1-«-

1 - «nam

2 1-K.I2  H+gJ <2   LlJSJ
/•|l-a2|    l + |aj ^r |1-«2|

so  S~=1. „^OT !1 -cv„(am)| < 2M/r and condition (3) is met; hence S is

a-separated.

An example of a sequence satisfying the hypothesis of Proposition 4.18 is

given by the following "doubly exponential" sequence:

S = {a„}~=i   where an G &■ } - W = r"x}CX {z:\l-z\ = rn2}

where  0 <rx <r2 < 1.

On the other hand, the sequence,  T = {bn}^-x   where

bn = {z: 1 - |z| = l/«4} n {z: |l-x|- 1/«} n {z: Im z > 0}

is an example of an a-separated sequence which satisfies all the hypotheses of

Proposition 6.3 except condition (N).

We note that Corollary 5.4 and Proposition 6.3 exhibit u.s. sequences in D

with extreme tangential and nontangential behavior as general interpolating sequences.

In 1956, A. G. Naftalevitch described a method of constructing u.s. sequences
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in D   [11].  He showed that if  {a„}"=1   is a nondecreasing sequence of points

in the interval / = (0, 1) such that  2"=1(1 - an) < °° then one could construct

a u.s. sequence,   {X„}"=1, with  |Â„|=a„.  Using a somewhat simpler argument,

we obtain a similar, slightly weaker, result for a-separated sequences.

Theorem 6.4.  Suppose   {a„}"=1   is a nondecreasing sequence of points in

I = (0, 1) and  2™=1(1 - anY < °° for some p < 1,  then there exists an a-

separated sequence   {Xn}"=xCD suchthat  |X„| = a„.

Proof.  We may as well assume p > Yz.  For k = 1,2,3,- ■ •  let

Ik= {xEI-.l- H2k~1 < x < 1 - l/2fc}.

By throwing out a finite number of points of  {a„}"=1, we can assume the

sequence   {a„}™=1   is embedded in another nondecreasing sequence of points in

L {ß„}„=i, where   {/3„}"=1   has the following properties:

(1) ß„>l~ 1/2^  for some fixed N,

(2) (1/2*)1-" < SPfe/fc(l -ß,y   for k « AT, N + 1, • • • ,

(3) 2^,(1 -ßif<K.
(To see how to do this, take AT such that  2~=Ar(l/2fc)1_p < 1/8, and throw

out a finite number of points of  {a„} so that an>l-(YzYN  for all n  and

2„(1 - anf < %. Since p>Yz, (l/2kf < (l/2fc)1_p; so for each k, k =

N, N + 1, • • • , there exists an integer rk  such that

(l/2k)l-p <rk(U2kf < 2(1/2*)'"P.

Construct the sequence

rN  times rk  times

rk+ x   times

then

(£)>--< z«-T,r.,.$r<<¿)'-'.

Let   {/?„}"_ x   be the sequence obtained from the points of  {y¡}JLx\J{ai}°¡Lx

reordered so as to form a nondecreasing sequence. Then
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¿(l~ßnf= t(l-anf+Í(l-ynf
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n=l n=\ n=l

^EÁ±y«i>
The other two properties of  {j3n}"=1   are easily verified.)

We construct a sequence   {X„}~=1CZ) suchthat   {\}'n°=x   is a-separated

and  IX„I=|3„  for n = 1, 2, ■ • • .

Let

ox = t(l-ßif,   o2 = t(l-ßif,   ••;   o„ = i(l-ßif,---
«=i i=2

and let \f G {zGD: \z\ = p}} Cx {z G A: |1 - z| = of). (Note that of >

(1 - jS.y > 1 - ßj so the above intersection is nonempty.)

If k>m,

fc-i

\Xk-\„\>\l-Xk\-\l-\m\ = ak-cJm= £   (l~ßnf.

Similarly, if k<m, then |Xfc - Xm I > 2™Jkl(l - ßnf.

We define a„GH°°(D) by

X„    X„ - z
a"(z) = ixj7^x..

then  |a„(z)|<l  for all z, a„(X„) = 0,  and since  2~=1(1 - |X„|) < °° the

usual arguments show  2~=1(1 - an(z)) converges uniformly on compact subsets

of D.

We are interested in  2~=1|1 - a„(Xfe)|.  If n ¥= k,

ll~a"(Xfc)l = ïï1^l,x»l + ^1

(l-pg) _   (i-ßn)
^ 2 ~-f~~;   r — 2"

<2

li-x„xfcl      ix„-xfei

ix„-xfci •

x -x,

1 ~ x„xfc

Now fix k.   We consider three separate possibilities.

Case 1. « > k, then
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2 11    ^^'^s^d-^y ^(n-k)(l-ßn_xf

i-ßn      a-w 1-p

^(n-fc)(l-/5„y »-*

n - fc

So

Z    ll-^(At)|<2ZL-f-
n=k+l /=1 /

but (1 - ft)1 _p  is p/(l - p) summable (p > të implies p/(l - p) > 1) and

1// is q = p/(2p - 1) summable; so by Holder's inequality,

°°                                °°  (1 - ß)1~p

Z    U-a„(Afc)K2Z-f-
n=k+l /=1 '

Cases 2 anci 3.  n < fc, assume  |Xfc| = ßk E If, i.e.   1/2/ < (1 - 0fc) <

Case 2.   1 - \X„\ = (1 - ft,) < l/2''~2. Then (1 - ßn) < 4(1 - ßk), and,

therefore

2 II    a«CXfc)K|Xn_Xfc|  -s^d-ß^ ^(*-flXl-ß*-t)

4(1 - gfc)     _ 4(1 - pfcy-P    4(1 - ßk_n)l-f

^(k-n)(l-ßky k-n      * Är-n

So
°°  (1 -0,)1_p

Z ll-a„(X*)K8Z-<8q.
{n:(3„ef/_1U//;n<fc} 1=1

Case 3.  |X„| = ft, E IN U • • • U /;_2, i.e.  (1 - ft,) > l/2'~2.

Z U-a„(Xfc)|
{»:/}#fe/Aru...u//_2}

=    Z    +      Z      +•••+     Z    •
{n:ßHSIN}       {n:ßn&IN+x} {„:/3„e/y._2}
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If 0„G7„

where  ß = 2^.    (1 - fyy > (l/2/+ 1)1_i'  (by the second property of the

sequence   {fyl^Lj).

But ßn GI¡  implies (1 - ßn) < l/2/_1.  So

i (1 -ß )l~p

\ II -a„(Xfc)| <(1/2,-+"1)1-p  (1 -ß„f

,I-lNl-p

< offii)»-p o -gwy < 4o - tnf-

Hence

PneINV-{JIi-2 r=l

Consequentiy  S~Äl|l — a„(Xfe)| < 4 + 8C, + 1 + Cx = 9C, + 5.

The proof is complete except to point out that in case (1) we showed that

if n>k,\l- a„(Xfc)| < 1 -ßn < % hence  |a„(Xfc)| > &  Clearly, if « < k,

|a„(Xfc)| = |afc(X„)| > M, so property (2) of Definition 2.4 is satisfied.

Remark. An application of Theorem 6.4 shows that general interpolating sequences

in D"  (n> 2) need not be a-separated.  Recall that in D, a sequence S —

{a¡}^= j   is u.s. iff

inf n
1    i=Uj*i

ai - aj

1 - a¡aj = Inf   u   P("f «/) > o.
'  /=i;/*i

Since the metric, p,  is defined in D", we can define a sequence   S = {a¡)°¡Lx

in D"  to be "product uniformly separated" (p.u.s.) if Infj-fl^j  ^^(a,-, aj) > 0.

If S GD"  is a-separated (with ax, a2, a3, • • •  the functions of Definition 2.4),

then p(a¡, a¡) > \a¡(a¡)\, and the remarks following Definition 2.4 guarantee

Inff iTJL i;f+¡p(a¡, a;)>0,  so S  is p.u.s.

Since p.u.s. is equivalent to u.s. and hence interpolation in D, one might

ask whether u.s. sequences in D"   are p.u.s. and whether p.u.s. sequences in D"

are interpolating (w.r.t.  C). We use Theorem 6.4 to give an example of a general

interpolating (hence u.s.) sequence in D2  which is not p.u.s.  Since the sequence

is not p.u.s. it is not a-separated, so a-separation is sufficient but not necessary

for general interpolation in D"  for « > 2.

Let Sx = {X„} C D be the a-separated sequence constructed by Theorem

6.4 with the property that  |X„| = 1 - 1/n2. Then Sx   is a general interpolating
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sequence and by Proposition 4.1, S = Sx x Sx C D    is also a general interpolat-

ing sequence (and consequently interpolating and u.s.). We show that S is not

p.u.s.

Noting that Xx = 0,  consider

Z (i - p2«o, o>, (x,, x,))) > Z Z (i - p2(<°. °>> <W»
f,/=l 1=2 /=1

= Z Zd-P1(o,xi)) = z Zd-i\i)
1=2 y=l 1=2 /=1

JV     .        JV    ,

«=2* 1=2'

Consequently, the sum  2<x. ^.)es(l - p2(<0, 0>, <X,-, X;>)) diverges, hence

II P2(*> 0) = 0,
x=a..,\/>es;X*o

and S is not p.u.s.

7.  Other contexts. In this section we briefly outline applications of the

above results to contexts other than that of bounded analytic functions on poly-

disks.  First we simply replace D"  with a multiply connected region of C,  then

we replace the uniform algebras /7°°(D") by an arbitrary uniform algebra A.

Let Si be an «-connected region in C, bordered by «  simple closed

curves Cx, C2, • • • , Cn. Let Six, Si2, • • • , Sin  be the complements in the

extended plane of the closures of the components of the complement of Í2 with

dSik = Ck. Denote by H°°(Si), H°°(Si, A), H°°(Sik), and H°°(Sik, A) the algebras

of bounded analytic C  and A  valued functions defined on Si  and Sik. We

can define interpolating, general interpolating and uniformly separated sequences

in Si in a natural manner.

Let <¡>k:Sik —*■ D conformally with <¡>k(z) —* T1   as z —> Ck  (recall

T1 = {z G C: |z| = 1}) and define 0: Si-^-D" by <p(z) = <<t>x(z), <f>2(z), ■•• , 0„(z>.

Definition 7.1.   We say  W C Si is a wedge in Si if <j>(W) is contained

in a wedge in D".

Theorem 7.2.  Suppose S = {a,-},^ C Si is u.s., then

(a) S is an interpolating sequence,

(b) if S is contained in a wedge in  Si, S is a general interpolating sequence.

Proof.   First we show that 0(5) is u.s. in D".

It is well known that there exists a constant P depending only on  Si  such
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that fEH*°(Si) and   ll/ll < 1   implies the existence of fx, f2, • • • , f„;fk S

H°°(Sik) and   ll/kll</» such that for z ESi, fiz) = I,"k=xfk(z).

If fjEH°°(Si) and   lffII < 1   and tyaj) = \\M and //a,-) = 0 if f */,

then fj = 'L"k=xfJk,f¡kEH"(Sik), \\flk\\<P. Define FjEH-(D") by

F/«z(1),---,z(")»=£);jt(0fc1(z(fc))).
k=l

Then  HF/KnP and

^(«i))= z fistfwm
k=l

= tifjkiai)=f,iai)={
UM   if / = /,
0      if i¥>j;

so 0(5) is u.s. in D".

For case (b) this is sufficient, since 0(5) is uniformly separated and con-

tained in a wedge, and Theorem 5.9 can be applied to show 0(5)  is a general

interpolating sequence in D". Since 0 is an analytic map from Si to D", S

will be a general interpolating sequence in Í2.

For case (a) we note that  I0fc(z)l —*■ 1  for some k implies  |0,-(z)| will

be bounded away from  1  for / ¥= k. Therefore, if 5;-  is a sequence in Si with

all its cluster points on C;., and 5;' is another sequence in Si with all its cluster

points on Cx U C2 U • • • U C]_x U C/+1 U • • • U C„, then Cl(5;) n Cl(5j) =

0.  Consequently, by using Corollary 4.4, we can assume 5 has all its cluster

points on Cj.  In that case, there will exist e, such that  |0;(5)| < 1 - e for

/ = 2, 3, • • • , n.   So, if 0 < t < e/2, 0(5) C D x WT x WT x ■ • • x WT. Where

WT = {z E D: (1 - |z|2)/|l -z2\> t}. Thus, 0(5) is contained in a near-wedge

in D", and by Theorem 5.9, is an interpolating sequence. As above, this implies

5 is an interpolating sequence in Si.

Definition 7.3.   If z.wESi define the pseudo-hyperbolic distance, pn,

between z  and w to be pa(z, w) = Sup {\fiz)\: fEH°°iSi), ll/ll < l,fiw) = 0}.

Corollary 7.4.   Suppose S = {a¡}°f= x  is a sequence in Si with the

property that Inf,-^-pn(ait aj) > 0. If S is contained in a finite union of wedges

in  Si then S is a general interpolating sequence.

Proof.  We note that there is a constant M, depending only on Si, such

that for any fEH°°(Si), where   ll/ll < 1, there exists FEH"(D") suchthat

ll-Fll < M and F ° 0 = /  (The proof of this fact is exactly the same as the

argument of Theorem 7.2 that the image under 0 of a u.s. sequence in Si is

u.s. in D";M = nP.) Consequently, for any z, w, pn(<P(z), 0(w)) > (l/M)pn(z, w).
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Therefore, 0(5) satisfies the hypothesis of 5.16 and is a general interpolating

sequence, from which it follows that 5 is a general interpolating sequence in £2.

As a final generalization of the results of the first six sections, we note that

H°°(D") is just a uniform algebra and D" is a subset of its maximal ideal space,

m„.

Definition 7.5.   If A  is a uniform algebra with maximal ideal space mA,

a discrete sequence, S = {a¡}°¡L x G mA   is an interpolating sequence for A  if

the map  T: A—+f°  given by  T(X) = {X(a¡)}°¡L,   is surjective.  If S is an

interpolating sequence for A, we again will have a constant, M, with the prop-

erty that if  {X,}~1 G/°°  and Sup^l < 1, then there will be XGA  such

that   IIXll < M and X(a¡) = \. M will be called an interpolating bound for S.

We note that the functions in A are all C valued, so we will be interested

only in "simple" interpolating sequences.

Definition 7.6.   A discrete sequence S = {fl,}^ x G mA   is uniformly

separated for A  if there exists a constant M and elements, Xx, X2, ■ • • G A,

such that for all i, ll^ll <M, X¡(a,) =1, and X^aj) = 0 for / * i. M is

called a u.s. bound for S.

We noted that for A = H°°(D") and S GD", we had no example of a

u.s. sequence which is not interpolating.  However, if A(D) is the algebra of

continuous functions on the closed unit disk, D, which are analytic inside D,

and S is a sequence contained in D which is u.s. for H°°(D) and has a finite

number of limit points in D, then S is u.s. for the algebra A(D), but it is not

an interpolating sequence for A(D). The problem is that unlike in H°°(D),

there are no functions in A  which "adhere" to bounded sequences of functions.

This difference suggests a minimal necessary condition that a sequence be inter-

polating:

Proposition 7.7.   A necessary condition that a sequence S C mA  be

interpolating is the following weak adherence condition:

There exists a constant M such that for any sequence of

elements   {X(}°°- x   in the unit ball of A,  there exists

W XGA  with   IIXll < M such that a subsequence of the

{X¡y¡L y  converges pointwise on S to X.

Proof.  The proof follows from the definition of interpolating sequence

and the following lemma.

Lemma 7.8.   For  {X(fc)}JT=1  a bounded sequence of elements of t°°',

there exists a subsequence which converges "pointwise" to an element in l°°; i.e.

if X(fc* = (Xf*)}^!   then there exists an indexing set kx, k2, • • • and a se-

quence X = {Xj-ljlj G /°° such that X,- ' -r*X/ for each i.
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Proof.  The proof follows from a standard diagonalization argument.

It is well known that the algebras H°°iD) and H°°(D") are sequentially

compact with respect to pointwise convergence in D (or D"). This is, of course,

a much stronger statement than assertion  (W),  indeed it implies that (W) holds

for any subset of D (or D") and in all cases M = 1.  On the other hand, as

we have seen, condition (W) is not satisfied by sequences in D for the algebra

A(D).

Lemma 3.2, Corollary 3.4, Theorem 4.3, Corollary 4.4, and Proposition 4.5

and their proofs all have direct and natural analogues for interpolating sequences

in  mA. We do not know of any neat hypothesis (like that of Theorem 5.9, for

example) under which u.s. implies interpolation.  However, we do have a general-

ization of Theorem 2.5.

Definition 7.9.   If A  is a uniform algebra and 5 = {a„}"=1 C mA,

then 5 is a separated if there exist constants M and p > 0  and a sequence

{an}^=xCA  suchthat

(1) lla„ll< 1  for all n.

(2) an(a„) = 0 but  |a„(am)|>p  if n + m.

(3) S~=1|l-a„(am)|<M for all m.

(4) Condition (W) holds for 5.

Theorem 7.10. If A  is a uniform algebra and S is an a-separated se-

quence in  mA,  then S is an interpolating sequence for A.

Proof.  5 a-separated implies condition (W) holds, so let Mw  be the

constant associated with condition (W) for 5.  We first show that 5 is u.s.  For

fixed /, consider

xf=    n    a„
M = l; n+j

xf E A, llxf II < 1  and xf (a„) - 0 If n ¥>f and  Ktt <JV. while (3) of
Definition 7.8 implies  |xf (a,-)| > e"M/p.  Applying condition (W) to   {xf }^=/+1

we get XjEA, llx,-II <MW, such that x;(a„) = 0  if n i=j, n - 1, 2, • • •  and

\xjiaj)\ > e~M/p. So 5 is u.s. with bound   1/5 = Mw^lp. Therefore we can

define ix,i2,---EA  suchthat   lit) II < 1   and f/a,) = 0  if !=£/, and

f.O/) = 0.
The rest of the proof proceeds in a manner similar to the proof of Theorem

2.5 (see Theorem 2.2 of [10]) except that we have no guarantee that the infinite

products involved will converge.  Hence we must show that interpolations can

take place on finite subsequences and that all these interpolations can be perform-

ed with functions of a given norm.  An application of condition (W) then yields

the final results.
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